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Goals and Advice

- Determine major themes with topics and priorities
- Input on Special Areas of Campus and Areas of Concern
- Community Connections and Campus Edge Conditions
- Building designs should demonstrate support, reinforce and extends the green space network
- Building design and site plans should directly create (establish) and define green spaces
- Recognize in the 8,000 acres, there is no single answer to landscape
  - 2004 plan proposed three characters (Urban, Suburban, Natural), however there could be as many as five to eight when we “program” the spaces
Goals and Advice

- Develop a campus wide program for green spaces:
  - Define purpose all campus greenspace
  - Ex. Courtyard, Quad, Park, etc. vs. undefined, undetermined or “leftover” space

- Develop a broad vocabulary of landscape characters that can be applied campus wide
  - Using the Program, determine the appropriate guidelines
  - Ex. Paved, Natural, Connector, Recreation, etc.

- Develop comprehensive solutions that address drainage, soil, environment exposures, plant palate

- Green space network should include elements such as shade devices, colonnades, pavilions, arcades

- Green space guidelines should help reduce the non-permeable spaces on campus (stormwater management)